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• Expertly designed crevice tool
To clean hard-to-reach kitchen spaces

• 2-in-1 reversible, wide angle attachment
To use as a wide mouth tool or scraping tool
Versatile

• 130 ml dirt/dust cup and 1 replaceable filter
To clean and keep vacuums at peak performance

• Complete the KitchenAid Go cordless 
collection*** including Hand Blenders, Hand 
Mixer, Food Chopper, Personal Blender, Coffee 
Grinder and Kitchen Hand Vacuum
The freedom to make wherever, whatever, and 
however
One removable battery powers all appliances for 
easy swapping and maximum versatility, for meal 
making made easy, for endless possibilities, for 
maximum versatility

• Sleek and compact KitchenAid Go cordless 
system kitchen vacuum design
The power to make, the power to move
For easy storage on the countertop or in the 
kitchen drawer
To pick up crumbs, coffee grounds, and other dry 
meal prep messes in the kitchen, keeping the 
countertop clean
In- and outdoor usage 

• Rechargeable 12V Lithium Ion battery*
Delivers optimal runtime and performance
Provides up to 20 minutes of continuous 
runtime**
Eliminates the constraints of a cord
Powers all KitchenAid Go cordless system 
appliances for cord-free, powerful making
Versatile ecosystem

* Battery not included in the model 5KKVR100BM. Battery sold separately.
**Maximum initial battery voltage (measured without a workload) is 12 volts. 
Nominal voltage is 10.8. Actual run time will vary based on recipe and/or 
attachments used. Battery life impacted by factors such as battery age and use.
*** Each sold separately.



TECHNICAL DATA 
Motor DC (Direct current)
Voltage 12 V
Speeds - 2 push buttons 2 (power button = to turn on/normal speed &  

boost function for active boost)
Blades speed RPM (suction power) min - max Normal speed : 24000 RPM Min.  

Boost speed: 38000 RPM Max.
Material of motor body Plastic
Product dimensions H × W × D 7.73 × 7.6 × 41.48 cm
Packaging dimensions H × W × D 45 × 11.5 × 15.7 cm
Master pack dimensions H × W × D 45.8 × 16.5 × 24 cm
Net weight 5KKVR100BM 

5KKVR121BM
0.69 kg 
0.965 kg

Gross weight 5KKVR100BM 
5KKVR121BM

1.35 kg 
1.64 kg

Master pack gross weight 5KKVR100BM 
5KKVR121BM

2.91 kg 
3.48 kg

Master pack 2 units
Country of origin China (Designed in the USA)

Use Dry items only 
(excluding fine powders that would quickly clog the filter)

130 ml dust receptacle (dishwasher-safe) Yes
Filtration system Yes
Crevice tool (cleaning tool) Yes
Reversible tool (cleaning tool) Yes
Material replaceable filters Paper & plastic
Storage tray Yes

One interchangeable battery included in model 5KKVR121BM*/**
Rechargeable Lithium Ion battery Battery cell type: LR1865LA
Full charge time battery 3 hours
Battery indicator light (LED) Yes
Power cord type USB-C Yes
Power adapter Yes
Charging cord (black) length 91.44 cm
Running time with full battery 20 minutes***
Input USB adapter 100–240 V~, 50–60 Hz, 0.5 A
USB output 5 VDC, 2 A
Nominal voltage external battery 10.8 VDC
Maximum voltage external battery 12 VDC
Average battery lifespan 7 years based on 400 charge cycles

REFERENCES COLOURS EAN EAN MASTER PACK (2 UNITS)
5KKVR100BM MATTE BLACK 5413184002909 5413184903015
5KKVR121BM MATTE BLACK 5413184002916 5413184903022

KitchenAid Go Cordless System  
Cordless Kitchen Hand Vacuum 
5KKVR100BM - 5KKVR121BM

*  Also available as an optional accessory.
**  Not included in the model 5KKVR100BM. Battery model 5KRB12 can be purchased as an optional accessory.

***  Maximum initial battery voltage (measured without a workload) is 12 volts. Nominal voltage is 10.8. Actual running time 
will vary based on recipe and/or attachments used. Battery life impacted by factors such as battery age and use.



*  Also available as an optional accessory.
**  Not included in the model 5KKVR100BM. Battery model 5KRB12 can be purchased as an optional accessory.

***  Maximum initial battery voltage (measured without a workload) is 12 volts. Nominal voltage is 10.8. Actual run time will 
vary based on recipe and/or attachments used. Battery life impacted by factors such as battery age and use.

****  Extra battery sold separately.

TECHNICAL DATA OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
5KRB12  
Removable 12V battery

5KRBC12 
Docking station

5KKVRFA3 
3 pack filter

Product dimensions H × W × D 2.8 × 7 × 7.9 cm 2.475 × 7 × 7.9 cm 3.43 × 5.33 × 5.33cm
Packaging dimensions H × W × D 10.2 × 6.1 × 10.1 cm 13.6 × 5.5 × 11.7 cm 8 x 8.4 x 12 cm
Master pack dimensions H × W × D 21.3 × 20.3 × 21.5 cm 14.4 × 23.4 × 36.4 cm 17.2 x 24.8 x 26.8 cm
Net weight 0.24 kg 0.08 kg 0.06 kg
Gross weight 0.4 kg 0.16 kg 0.1 kg
Master pack gross weight 4.94 kg 2.26 kg 1.29 kg
Master pack 12 units 12 units 12 units

REFERENCES DESCRIPTION EAN EAN MASTER PACK (2 UNITS)
5KRB12 REMOVABLE 12V BATTERY 5413184002947 5413184903053
5KRBC12 DOCKING STATION 5413184002954 5413184903060
5KKVRFA3 3 PACK FILTER 5413184002961 5413184903077

KitchenAid Go Cordless System  
Cordless Kitchen Hand Vacuum 
5KKVR100BM - 5KKVR121BM

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

1 Replaceable paper and mesh filter
Filters are not permanent however they may be 
reused by cleaning and rinsing them under warm 
water. They need to air dry for at least 24 hours 
before reinstalling and using them again. Made of 
paper and plastic. Not dishwasher-safe.

Crevice tool
The crevice tool is one of the kitchen vacuum 
cleaner attachments that features a narrow nozzle 
efficient enough for cleaning tighter spots.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Charging dock with fixed cable 5KRBC12
The charging dock has a 91,44 cm length cable. 
Includes a USB-A to USB-C charging cable.
The KitchenAid Go charging dock is designed for 
the home to provide a clutter-free space to charge 
the battery and allows to easily swap in a new 
battery**** if it runs out.
It plugs into a USB port for convenient charging.

3 Pack replaceable paper filter 5KKVRFA3
Filters are not permanent however they may be 
reused by cleaning and rinsing them under warm 
water. They need to air dry for at least 24 hours 
before reinstalling and using them again. Made of 
paper and plastic. Not dishwasher-safe.

2-in-1 reversible, wide angle/mouth  
scraping tool 
This larger vacuum tool can pick up larger 
particles.

Rechargeable 12V Lithium Ion battery and
USB-C cable*/**/*** 5KRB12
Easy to charge. Lithium-Ion batteries charge faster, 
last longer, and have a higher power density for 
more battery life in a lighter package.
Full Charge: The battery will be fully charged in 
around 3 hours and when all LEDs are solid.
Does not include a USB adapter.


